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ABSTRACT: Antarctic benthos exhibits highly complex communities showing a wide array of spatial
patterns at several scales which are poorly quantified. In this study, we introduce the use of methods
borrowed from landscape ecology to study quantitatively spatial patterns in the Antarctic
megaepibenthic communities. This discipline focuses on the notion that communities can be
observed as a patch mosaic at any scale. From this perspective we investigated spatial patterns in an
Antartcic benthic assemblage across different stations based on landscape indices, and we chose the
optimal subset for describing Antarctic benthic patterns. For this purpose, 42 photographs (1 m2 each)
corresponding to 6 stations from the Weddell Sea shelf were investigated. Canonical variate analysis
(CVA) showed the arrangement of photographic records along a patch size and diversity gradient on
the first axis and a heterogeneity pattern gradient (cover area, interspersion and juxtaposition, landscape shape indices) on the second axis. Based on a forward stepwise selection, mean patch size
(MPS), patch size coefficient of deviation (PSCV), patch richness (PR), interspersion and juxtaposition
index (IJI), mean shape index (MSI), Shannon’s evenness (SHEI), and periarea index (PERIAREA)
were chosen as the adequate subset of indices to describe the Antarctic benthos. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to identify relationships among them. The resulting 3 factors were
interpreted as (1) a heterogeneity pattern (related to patch size, form, diversity, and interspersion
indices), (2) an equitability pattern (represented by the evenness index), and (3) a perimeter-area pattern (characterised by the periarea index). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to detect
differences among the stations based on the subset of indices. Overall, the results showed large differences in patch characteristics (mean and its coefficient of variation, and shape indices), diversity,
and interspersion. The successful description of Antarctic benthic communities through landscape
pattern indices provides a useful tool for the characterisation and comparison of spatial patterns in
these diverse marine benthic habitats, which gives insights in their organisation.
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INTRODUCTION
During the last decades considerable research has
been carried out on Antarctic benthic communities,
mainly related to aspects of systematics, zoogeography, reproduction, and foraging biology (Dayton 1990,
Arntz et al. 1994, Gutt 2000). Studies on patterns and
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processes in benthic Antarctic communities are of
general interest to understand their development, to
describe their structure and to characterise their function (Hedgpeth 1971, Dell 1972, White 1984, Arntz et
al. 1994, Clarke 1996).
Communities generally exhibit heterogeneity and
patchiness on a broad range of scales. Understanding
patterns in terms of scale is of fundamental interest
in terrestrial and marine ecology (Levin 1992). Largescale biogeographic patterns of the Antarctic macro-
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benthos have been extensively described using traditional sampling techniques (e.g. dredges, grabs, and
trawls) (Knox 1960, Bullivant 1967, Hedgpeth 1969,
Dell 1972, Arnaud 1977, Sarà et al. 1992). Recently,
observations by remote underwater photographs, ROV
(remotely operated vehicle) supported video records,
and SCUBA diving have been supplemented to studies
at intermediate and finer scale. These studies focused
mainly on the distribution, structure, and vertical zonation of Antarctic benthos (Gruzov et al. 1968, Hedgpeth 1969, Dayton et al. 1970, Arnaud 1974, Kirkwood
& Burton 1988, Gambi et al. 1994, Barnes 1995, Gutt &
Starmans 1998, Starmans et al. 1999).
The use of modern imaging techniques provides a
view of non-destroyed benthic community structure
with high resolution over large areas. Nevertheless,
there still is a paucity of analytical methods to obtain
ecologically relevant data from images. As a consequence, the general aim of this study is to introduce
landscape pattern indices as a new tool to analyse
Antarctic benthic community images and to improve
our understanding of spatial patterns in these communities, in particular, and of marine habitats in general
(Garrabou et al. 1998, Garrabou et al. in press).
Landscape ecology has developed rapidly over the
last 10 yr (Forman & Gordon 1986, Turner 1989). The
driving force lies in the need to tackle ecological problems (e.g. global climatic change, deforestation) on a
broad range of spatial-temporal scales (Turner 1989). In
recent years landscape ecologists have concentrated
their efforts on the development of a large collection of
indices to describe dynamics and patterns of landscapes (e.g. O’Niell et al. 1988; Turner 1989, Kineast
1993, Wiens et al. 1993, Riitters et al. 1995). These indices have been applied successfully at many spatialtemporal scales, ranging from a broad scale (km) (e.g.
O’Niell et al. 1988, Turner & Ruscher 1988, Kineast
1993, Hulshoff 1995, McGarrigal & McComb 1995,
Ritters et al. 1995, Drapeau et al. 2000) to a finer scale
(m and cm) (Garrabou et al. 1998, Saunders et al. 1998).
However, the large number of landscape metrics
used to quantify landscape patterns and structure provides redundant information (O’Niell et al. 1988, Riitters et al. 1995, Hargis & Bissonette 1998). Different
procedures of multivariate analysis have been applied
to reduce the large amount of information to a smaller
set of indices (Riitters et al. 1995, Cain et al. 1997).
There is, however, not an ideal standard subset of
indices to describe terrestrial patterns, nor is there one
to describe benthic marine habitats.
In this study, we investigated the Antarctic benthos
spatial patterns at a fine scale (1 m) through the application of landscape pattern indices (LPI). We considered 1 m2 as the appropriate scale of observation for
both image resolution and sampling area obtained.

The indices quantify spatial patterns assuming that
benthic communities can be observed as patch mosaics, where patches are associated to different categories (e.g. species). From this perspective, community
spatial patterns and dynamics can be analysed by
focusing on the characteristics of the patch mosaics.
The objectives of this study were: (1) to apply landscape pattern indices to characterise quantitatively, at
a finer scale, spatial patterns in an Antarctic benthic
assemblage across different stations, and (2) to choose
a subset of landscape pattern indices which is the best
suited for describing benthic patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area and benthic communities. The Antarctic
continent is largely covered with ice, which at some
places extends from the continent into the sea forming
the ice shelves (Knox 1994). The continental shelf in
the southeastern Weddell Sea is relatively narrow (less
than 90 km) and ranges to a depth of 500 m (Carmack
& Foster 1977, Hempel 1985). Kapp Norvegia is located
in the eastern Weddell Sea (Fig. 1), where the shelf
undergoes seasonal pack-ice coverage (Tréguer &
Jacques 1992) and where, especially during summer,
coastal polynyas of varying size occur (Hempel 1985).
Water temperature close to the sea bottom is low
and relatively constant, ranging from –1.3 to –2.0°C
(Fahrbach et al. 1992). There is a marked seasonal
variation in primary production, mostly confined to
summertime under the sea ice and in open water
(Nelson et al. 1989, Gleitz et al. 1994, Park et al. 1999).
The organic matter flux from surface waters to the
seabed through the water column shows temporal
variation, e.g. with high values after a sinking bloom of
diatoms in summer (Bathmann et al. 1991, Gleitz et
al. 1994). Hydrodynamics do not only affect the food
availability from the water column but also determine
the sediment characteristics (e.g. grain size and composition), which are of ecological relevance for benthic
communities (Dunbar et al. 1985, Gutt 2000). Iceberg
scouring dramatically disturbs benthic communities
at certain depths on the continental shelf, mainly between 150 and 300 m (Gutt et al. 1996, Peck et al. 1999).
Antarctic benthic communities have been described
as ‘multistoried assemblages’, meaning the epibiotic
relationship between species, which serve as a substratum for other species (Knox & Lowry 1977, Gutt &
Schickan 1998 and citations therein). The benthos of
the Antarctic continental shelf and slope in the eastern
Weddell Sea is generally known as an ecosystem with
intermediate to high species richness (Starmans & Gutt
2002), locally extreme high epifaunal biomass with up
to 1.67 kg m–2 wet weight (Gerdes et al. 1992), and
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Fig. 1. Study area in the southeastern Weddell Sea (Antarctica) showing the location of photographic stations and
their depths: Stn 008 (171 m), Stn 042 (251 m), Stn 211 (117 m),
Stn 215 (160 m), Stn 221 (265 m), and Stn 242 (159 m). (Subsection of chart AWI BCWS 553)

patchy distribution (Starmans et al. 1999). The Kapp
Norvegia region belongs to the Eastern Shelf Community described by Voß (1988) as the richest high
Antarctic community. The fauna in this area is dominated by sessile suspension feeders, e.g. sponges, gorgonians, bryozoans, and ascidians, which locally cover
the sediment completely (Gutt & Starmans 1998, Starmans et al. 1999). In some areas off Kapp Norvegia the
benthos can be dominated by sponges, e.g. the hexactinellids Rossella racovitzae, R. antarctica, R. nuda,
and the demosponge Chinachyra barbata.
Photosampling. Photographic records of the seafloor
were obtained from expeditions ANT XIII/3 and ANT
XV/3 on board RV ‘Polarstern’ during the austral summers of 1996 and 1998 (Arntz & Gutt 1997, 1999). This
research was performed within the EASIZ (Ecology of
the Antarctic Sea Ice Zone) frame as a part of a SCAR
(Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research) programme. A 70 mm underwater camera (Photosea 70)
with 2 oblique strobe lights (Photosea 3000 SX) was
triggered at a fixed distance (1.4 m) from the seafloor
by a bottom contact switch while the ship drifted (Gutt
& Starmans 1998). This device can obtain perpendicular photographs of the sea bottom at a constant height
above it. The optical resolution is around 0.3 mm. At
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each station a series of 80 pictures (Kodak Ektachrome
64) were taken at evenly spaced time intervals along a
transect. Each one covered approximately 1 m2. Six
stations were chosen (depth range: 165 to 265 m) on
the continental shelf off Kapp Norvegia (Fig. 1). At
each station 7 photographs, which encompassed different scenarios of the ‘undisturbed assemblage’ previously defined by Gutt & Starmans (2001), were studied
and processed. They represent different benthic views
according to species composition variability. A total of
42 seafloor photographs was analysed representing an
area of 42 m2.
Image analysis. Each photograph was projected on
an inverse slide projector and all distinguishable patch
outlines were traced onto an acetate sheet (Garrabou
et al. 1998). The drawings were scanned at 100 dpi resolution. The resulting raster images (TIFF format) were
imported into a public domain image application NIH
Image (U.S. National Institutes of Health, Version 1.61;
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image), where they were
subjected to different technical procedures (converted
into black and white and the lines were thinned to unit
width). Then, the images were imported into Arc/View
3.2 (ESRI) geographical information system (GIS)
where they were spatially referenced. Arc/View routine procedures were used to label all the patches (e.g.
cover categories). After these processes the images
were converted to Arc/Info vector data format for
further calculations using the Arc/Info 8.1 program
(ESRI) (Fig. 2).
Photo identification. Megaepibenthic sessile organisms (approx. > 0.5 cm body size diameter that live on
the seabed) visible in photographs were identified to
the lowest possible taxonomic level by referring to the
literature (Thompson & Murray 1880 to 1889, Discovery Committee Colonial Office 1929 to 1980, Monniot & Monniot 1983, Sieg & Wägele 1990, Hayward
1995) and by the assistance of taxonomic experts (see
‘Acknowledgements’).
We recognized a total of 138 sessile cover categories.
These included species/genus (123), phylum (3), ‘complex’ (7), and substratum (5). Within the species/genus
category, some unidentified sponges (e.g. ‘yellow
branches’) were named according to Barthel & Gutt
(1992). Irregular masses composed by matrices of bryozoans together with demosponges and gorgonians of
small size and similar filamentous morphology were
assigned to one of the 7 ‘complex’ cover classes.
The benthos in the Weddell Sea locally presents
different stratum levels of organisms. The images analysed may underestimate the contribution of the basal
stratum to the epibenthic assemblage. However, we
decided to use 2D seabed images to quantify spatial
patterns in Antarctic benthic communities because
they retain most of the spatial pattern characteristics.
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Fig. 2. Underwater photographs: undisturbed Antarctic benthic assemblage: (A) dominated by different groups of benthic suspension feeders (e.g. sponges, gorgonians, bryozoans, and compound ascidians; Stn 008), (B) composed mainly of sponges
(Rossella sp., Cinachyra barbata; Stn 211), and (C) characterised by demosponges, gorgonians, and bryozoans, which partially
cover the seafloor; Stn 221). Image transformation: the drawings were scanned and submitted to different technical processes
(see text). Image analysis: the images were imported into Arc/View 3.2 where they were georeferenced and labeled. Finally, the
images were transformed to vector coverage data to calculate landscape pattern indices (LPI) using the program Fragstats v3.0
for Arc/Info. Underwater photographs: J. Gutt, D. Piepenburg
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Landscape pattern indices (LPI). LPI were calculated
for each image by using the spatial pattern program
Fragstats v3.0 for Arc/Info (Pacific Meridian Resources).
Fragstats calculates landscape indices separately for
(1) patch (basic elements of the mosaic), (2) class (each
particular patch type), and (3) landscape (mosaic of
patches as a complete unit) levels. A total set of 17
indices concerning distinct aspects of spatial patterns
were calculated at landscape level (Table 1). For more
information about these indices (descriptions, mathematical equations, and examples) see McGarrigal &
Marks (1995).
Statistical analysis. As an initial step, multivariate
ordination techniques were used to identify spatial
pattern relationships within a benthic assemblage
across different stations from the southeastern Weddell
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Sea. Such methods arrange multidimensional data
(e.g. stations, species) along axes (or dimensions) on
the basis of variables (e.g. landscape indices, environmental variables). Canonical variate analysis (CVA)
was conducted on the LPI data matrix to provide a
representation of the photographic stations on the
ordination diagram. Data for CVA typically consist of
measurements (n) on variables (m). Each of the measurements is associated with an object belonging to
one of predefined groups (g). The standardized coefficients of the canonical axes indicate the relative
contributions of the original variables to each axis
(Legendre & Legendre 1998). CVA was considered an
adequate multivariate technique for this study because
the photographic records were organised in different
groups (= stations).

Table 1. Landscape pattern indices used to quantify spatial patterns of photographs (1 m2) of an undisturbed Antarctic benthic
assemblage (southeastern Weddell Sea). The entire set of indices was calculated by Fragstats v3.0 for Arc/Info at landscape
level except PERIAREA index, which was calculated from patch data level. Acronyms correspond to those used in Fragstats;
see McGarigal & Marks (1995) for a complete description and definition of each index
Abbreviation

Index name (units)

Description

CA

Cover Area (%)

Patch coverage

Patch size and variability indices
MPS
Mean patch size (cm2)
PSSD
Patch size standard deviation (cm2)
PSCV
Patch size coefficient of variation (%)
NP
Number of patches
TE
Total edge (cm)

Landscape configuration
Mean size of patch. MPS > 0
Absolute measure of patch size variability. PSSD ≥ 0
Relative measure of patch size variability. PSCV ≥ 0
Number of patches. NP ≥ 1
Total length of edge involving all landscape patches. TE ≥ 0

Patch shape indices
MSI

Mean shape index

AWMSI
LSI

Area weighted mean shape index
Landscape shape index

PERIAREA

Mean perimeter to area ratio

Landscape configuration in terms of complexity
Mean patch shape complexity; equals 1 when all patches are
circular and increases as patches become noncircular. MSI ≥ 1
Similar to MSI, but weighted by patch area. AWMSI ≥ 1
Perimeter-to-area-ratio for the landscape as a whole, equals 1
when the landscape consists of a single circular patch and
increases as landscape shape becomes noncircular and the
amount of internal edge increases. LSI ≥ 1
Perimeter-to-area-ratio for all landscape patches. PERIARE > 0

Diversity indices
SHDI

Shannon’s diversity index

SIDI

Simpson’s diversity index

MISDI

Modified Simpson’s diversity index

SHEI

Shannon’s evenness index

SIEI

Simpson’s evenness index

PR

Patch richness

Interspersion indices
IJI
Interspersion and
juxtaposition index (%)

Landscape composition
Function between number of different patches and their
abundance. SHDI ≥ O
Calculates the proportion of patches in the different patch
types. 0 ≤ SIDI ≤ 1
Same as Simpson’s diversity Index with logarithmic transformation. MSDI ≥ 0
Function between the proportional abundance of each patch
type and the number of patch types. 0 ≤ SHEI ≤ 1
Same as SHEI but calculated using Simpson’s diversity index.
0 ≤ SIEI ≤ 1
Measures the number of patch types. PR ≥ 1
Landscape configuration
Measures the extension to which each patch type is
interspersed with all other landscape patch types. 0 ≤ IJI ≤ 100
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There was relatively strong redundancy among some
of the LPI (see Table 1 for abbreviations used from this
point): notably, SHDI and SIDI (correlation = 0.94),
SHDI and MSIDI (0.97), and SHEI and SIEI (0.77).
Therefore, SIDI, MSIDI, and SIEI were not used in
the CVA.
Secondly, forward stepwise selection was used to
choose a subset of LPI (Legendre & Legendre 1998).
This procedure has the ability to select a reduced
group of the explanatory variables, which has the
power to discriminate among the whole data set. At
each step, the analysis reviews all the variables and
includes those, which contribute most to the discrimination. Monte Carlo permutation test (ter Baak 1995)
using 199 random permutations was performed to test
the significance of the LPI.
Thirdly, principal component analysis (PCA) was
carried out to represent relationships among the subset
of indices selected.
After these analyses, univariate statistics (ANOVA)
were used to test for differences in the subset of LPI
among stations to elucidate trends in spatial pattern
characteristics. Post hoc comparisons of means were
performed using Tukey’s tests (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).
Prior to statistical analyses the data were standardised to ensure that (1) all the indices have equal
weight, and (2) they followed a normal distribution in
the multivariate analyses. The standardized indices
were calculated separately by each raw score (each
index per photo) minus the group (= station) mean and
divided by the standard deviation of the group (= station). The various ordination techniques and tests were
carried out using the programs STATISTICA (Version
5.5, StatSoft) and CANOCO (Version 4, ter Braak &
Smilauer 1998).

RESULTS
Table 2 shows the values of the 17 LPI calculated for
42 images from 6 stations. It includes means and standard deviations at landscape level.

Ordination and selection analyses
CVA illustrates the ordination trend of benthic spatial patterns based on LPI among stations. The analysis
arranges the photographic samples on the first (A1)
and second (A2) axes, respectively (Fig. 3). The first 2
axes accounted for 81% of the total variation of the
data set. The most distinct groups occurred between
Stn 211 and the rest of stations, which were ordered
along A2. A discontinuity along this axis separated
Stn 221 from Stns 008, 042, 215, and 242. Each axis is
interpreted ecologically from the correlation between
the axes and each of the LPI variables (Table 3). Patch
richness (r = 0.61) was the predominant variable in A1.
Shannon’s diversity index (0.43), mean patch size
(–0.38), and the interspersion and juxtaposition index
(0.35) were also important. Conceptually, these variables describe a gradient from stations with higher
patch diversity and interspersion values and lower
mean patch size on one extreme, to stations with opposite values, on the other. Four variables characterised
A2: percent cover area (–0.52), interspersion and juxtaposition index (–0.45), landscape shape index (–0.45),
and total edge (–0.44). The separation of the stations
on this axis followed a gradient from higher values of
cover area, patch interspersion and juxtaposition,
shape complexity, and total edge at one extreme, to
lower values of these indices at the other.

Table 2. Means ± standard deviations of landscape pattern indices from 42 images (n = 7 per station). See Table 1 for abbreviations
Landscape indices
CA (%)
MPS (cm2)
PSSD (cm2)
PSCV (%)
NP
TE (cm)
MSI
AWMSI
LSI
PERIAREA
SHDI
SIDI
MISDI
SHEI
SIEI
PR
IJI (%)

Stn 008
83.5 ± 8.5
43.6 ± 8.9
209.4 ± 108.2
468.9 ± 176.9
187.7 ± 49.8
2520.1 ± 375.1
1.35 ± 0.02
3.26 ± 1.18
7.47 ± 1.09
2.07 ± 0.23
2.51 ± 0.26
0.85 ± 0.04
1.95 ± 0.33
0.74 ± 0.06
0.88 ± 0.04
29.8 ± 4.5
65.3 ± 4.4

Stn 042

Stn 211

Stn 215

Stn 221

Stn 242

21.2 ± 7.8
22.7 ± 12.9
51.4 ± 33.2
228.6 ± 93.1
94.5 ± 29.7
1188.2 ± 185.2
1.20 ± 0.03
1.47 ± 0.50
3.54 ± 0.54
2.78 ± 1.00
2.29 ± 0.24
0.82 ± 0.05
1.78 ± 0.32
0.76 ± 0.07
0.86 ± 0.06
20.7 ± 3.3
53.3 ± 4.1

44.3 ± 24.5
115.2 ± 45.7
128.1 ± 60.2
115.6 ± 45.3
32.4 ± 6.2
974.9 ± 150.3
1.17 ± 0.07
1.15 ± 0.12
2.88 ± 0.44
0.81 ± 0.29
1.48 ± 0.63
0.61 ± 0.21
1.11 ± 0.69
0.64 ± 0.18
0.66 ± 0.25
9.4 ± 4.4
38.0 ± 8.7

76.3 ± 8.7
65.8 ± 14.3
174.6 ± 67.5
258.5 ± 54.5
110.5 ± 21.1
1919.5 ± 164.3
1.32 ± 0.06
1.95 ± 0.46
5.63 ± 0.48
1.77 ± 0.14
2.55 ± 0.18
0.88 ± 0.03
2.19 ± 0.25
0.80 ± 0.05
0.92 ± 0.03
23.1 ± 1.6
63.8 ± 4.8

29.9 ± 8.1
26.2 ± 5.37
51.2 ± 17.6
192.2 ± 41.8
106.1 ± 20.6
1575.1 ± 267.3
1.25 ± 0.02
1.61 ± 0.18
4.63 ± 0.80
1.61 ± 0.14
3.22 ± 0.11
0.94 ± 0.01
2.95 ± 0.15
0.90 ± 0.01
0.95 ± 0.01
35.0 ± 3.8
55.7 ± 4.1

59.5 ± 27.5
41.8 ± 13.4
151.2 ± 113.8
338.5 ± 172.8
132.7 ± 60.3
1923.2 ± 649.3
1.29 ± 0.10
2.44 ± 1.38
5.69 ± 1.88
2.23 ± 0.64
2.72 ± 0.31
0.87 ± 0.06
2.15 ± 0.5
0.79 ± 0.09
0.90 ± 0.05
30.3 ± 3.7
54.4 ± 5.2
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In summary, the ordination of photographs over the plane defined an
arrangement of an undisturbed benthic
assemblage along A1 according to a size
and diversity gradient, and A2 according
to a cover area, adjacency, and shape
complexity gradient.
Forward stepwise procedure was carried out to choose a subset of indices,
which best discriminate across stations.
Table 4 provides the entry order into
the model and the significance for each
index. The significant indices (p < 0.05)
Stations
were MPS, PSCV, PR, IJI, MSI, SHEI,
and PERIAREA. These indices were very
008
++
+ ++
similar to the predominant indices al042
ready described for A1 and A2, suggest211
+
ing that this subset is appropriate for
+ 215
+
data interpreting. Then, this subset of
221
indices was considered as the optimal
242
for the description of spatial patterns
of Antarctic benthos. CVA was repeated
Fig. 3. Canonical variate analysis (CVA) defined by the 2 first axes (81% of
using the selected subset of indices. The
the total variability) based on LPI for the 6 stations. Each point corresponds
to one photograph analysed
resulting 2 first axes explained 80% of
the variance and the ordination diagram
(not shown) revealed the same general
pattern of station distributions as in
Fig. 3.
Table 3. (a) Result of canonical variate analysis CVA perPCA was performed to explore relationships between
formed for the photographs on the 14 landscape pattern
the subset of indices (Fig. 4). Each index had a
indices (LPI) observed. (b) Correlation coefficients between
correlation < 0.75 with any other indices selected, indiLPI and the canonical axes. See Table 1 for abbreviations;
cating no redundancy among them. The first 3 factors
***p < 0.001
A2

A1

Information
(a)
Eigenvalue
χ2 test
Degrees of freedom
Cumulative percentage of variance
(b)
Variables:
CA
MPS
PSSD
PSCV
NP
TE
MSI
AWMSI
LSI
PERIAREA
SHDI
SHEI
PR
IJI

A1

A2

14.18
6.46
229.4*** 146.7***
65
48
56
81

0.01
–0.380
–0.040
0.14
0.26
0.23
0.18
0.11
0.24
0.21
0.43
0.20
0.61
0.35

–0.52
–0.08
–0.29
–0.28
–0.30
–0.44
–0.33
–0.24
–0.45
–0.08
0.06
0.15
–0.01
–0.45

Table 4. Summary of forward stepwise selection from landscape patterns indices (LPI). Monte Carlo permutation test
was used to choose a subset of significant indices, which
are ordered by decreasing contribution. See Table 1 for abbreviations
Variables
MPS
PSCV
PR
IJI
MSI
SHEI
PERIAREA
SHDI
PSSD
TE
AWMSI
LSI
NP
CA

Step

F to enter/remove

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

6.22**
3.58**
3.79**
2.97**
2.64**
2.05**
1.72**
1.56*
1.51*
1.49*
1.48*
1.22*
1.32*
0.72*

**p < 0.01, all other values non-significant
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Stn 211 differed significantly from the other stations,
having the highest mean value for MPS (115.2 cm2),
but the lowest mean value for the PSCV (115.6%).
Large and equal size patches characterized this station
(Fig. 5). Stn 215 presented intermediate values for both
patch size indices. The rest of stations showed about
similar low values for both MPS and PSCV except
Stn 008, which had the maximum mean value for
PSCV (468.9%).

Patch shape indices

Fig. 4. 3D principal component analysis (PCA) of the subset of
indices selected. The 3 first axes account for 84% of the variance. Mean patch size (MPS), patch size coefficient of variation (PSCV), mean shape index (MSI), periarea index (PERIAREA), Shannon’s evenness (SHEI), patch richness (PR), and
interspersion and juxtaposition index (IJI)

explained 84% of the variance. The first factor accounted for 52% of the variation and discriminated between size (mean patch size) and heterogeneity patterns
(patch coefficient of deviation, mean shape index, interspersion and juxtaposition index, and patch richness). It
was termed ‘heterogeneity patch pattern’. The second
factor (17% of the variation) was related to equitability
(evenness index) and named ‘equitability patch pattern’.
The last factor (15% of the variation) was associated with
perimeter-area measures (PERIAREA) leading to the
name ‘perimeter-area patch pattern’.

MSI and PERIAREA showed significant differences
among stations by contrasting patch shape complexity
(Fig. 5). Both indices indicated similar trends in patch
complexity except for Stn 042 (Fig. 5). This station with
the largest mean value for PERIAREA (2.78) exhibited
relatively low shape complexity for MSI (1.20). The
reason for this difference between these shape indices
may result from different meaning: PERIAREA index
is negatively correlated with patch size and its high
values indicate patches with small interior, whereas
MSI measures complexity of patch perimeter (Hulshoff
1995). Stn 042 differed significantly from Stns 221 and
215 for PERIAREA (mean ratio values of 1.61 and 1.77,
respectively). Stn 008 showed a relatively high mean
value for PERIAERA (2.07) and the highest mean value
for MSI (1.35), which differed from Stns 042 and 211.
Stn 211 had the lowest mean values for both shape
indices (1.17 and 0.81 for MSI and PERIAREA, respectively).

Diversity indices

ANOVA was carried out to detect differences among
stations based on the values of the selected subset of
LPI. There were large differences in LPI among stations (Fig. 5). For better interpretation of the results,
diagrammatic representations of the stations and the
homogenous groups of LPI means (those that were not
significantly different from each other) were performed (Fig. 5). For mean and standard deviation
values of LPI see Table 2.

Diversity indices differed significantly among stations. High values of SHEI result from landscapes
where patches are equally distributed among patch
types (McGarrigal & Marks 1995). The least diverse
station was Stn 211, with the lowest mean values for PR
and SHEI (9.4 and 0.64, respectively), whereas the
most diverse station was Stn 221 with the greatest
mean values for both diversity indices (35.0 and 0.90
for PR and SHEI) (Fig. 5). Stn 211 was monopolised by
few patch categories. Although Stn 008 showed high
diversity based on PR (with a mean value of 29.8), it
had an intermediate distribution among patch types
according to SHEI (mean value of 0.74).

Patch size and variability indices

Interspersion indices

MPS and its coefficient of variation (PSCV) showed
significant differences in patchiness among stations.

Landscapes with high IJI values indicate good interspersion within the patch types (e.g. equally adjacent),

Univariate analysis on LPI
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Table 5. Summary of landscape pattern indices (LPI) values selected and the major structural differences among the stations
analysed. See Table 1 for abbreviations
Stations

Description of the LPI values

008 and 215

Stn 008
– Medium: MPS, PERIAREA, and SHEI
– High: PSCV, MSI, PR, and IJI
Stn 215
– Medium: MPS, PSCV, PERIAREA, and PR
– High: MSI, SHEI, and IJI

Highest spatial complexity and intermediate diversity patterns
Different well-mixed groups of benthic sessile organisms
covering completely the sediment exhibited:
– Intermediate but variable patch size
– Complex shapes and patch types high equally adjacent
– Different patch composition and relatively equally distributed

242 and 042

Stn 242
– Medium: MPS, PERIAREA and IJI
– High: PSCV, MSI, SHEI, and PR
Stn 042
– Low: MPS and MSI
– Medium: PSCV, SHEI, PR, and IJI
– High: PERIAREA

Intermediate spatial complexity and diversity patterns
Different well-mixed groups of benthic sessile organisms
covering the major part of the bottom sediment exhibited:
– Intermediate and relatively uniform patch size
– Relative/rather complex shapes and patch types equally adjacent
– Different patch composition and relatively equally distributed

221

Stn 221
– Low: MPS and PSCV
– Medium: MSI, PERIAREA, and IJI
– High: SHEI and PR

Intermediate spatial complexity and highest diversity patterns
Different highly-mixed groups of benthic sessile organisms
covering partially the bottom sediment exhibited:
– Relatively small and uniform patch size
– Relatively intermediate complex shapes
– Highly different patch composition and very equally distributed

Stn 211

Stn 211
– Low: PSCV, MSI, PERIAREA,
– SHEI, PR, and IJI
– High: MPS

Low spatial complexity and diversity patterns
Mostly sponges covering partially the bottom sediment exhibited:
– Large and similar patch size
– Low complex shapes
– Few patch types and poorly interspersed among them

whereas low values characterise landscapes with
poorly interspersed patch types (e.g. disproportionate
distribution of patch type adjacencies) (McGarrigal &
Marks 1995). Stn 211 showed significant differences
from the rest of the stations, having the lowest interspersed patterns among patch types (mean value of
38.0%) (Fig. 5). Stns 008 and 215 presented the highest
mean IJI values, 65.3 and 63.8%, respectively indicating high interspersed patterns. These stations differed
significantly from Stns 042, 221, and 242 (with relatively intermediate IJI mean values of 53.3, 55.7, and
54.4%, respectively).

DISCUSSION
The application of LPI in this study was useful for
characterising spatial patterns of an undisturbed
Antarctic benthic assemblage and for showing differences in spatial patterns across stations. The 14 metrics
of LPI analysed through the combination of CVA
(Fig. 3) and the interpretation of the ANOVA analysis
(Fig. 5) revealed a trend of dispersion and significant
differences among the stations. Overall, stations differed in size and diversity of patches and in hetero-

Spatial patterns and cover area

geneity patterns (size variability, shape, and interspersion of patches). The photographic records analysed
only referred to the undisturbed assemblage (characterised by a mixture of sessile suspension feeders)
(Gutt & Starmans 2001) for which minor differences in
spatial pattern would be expected. Nevertheless, LPI
showed a great discriminatory power detecting significant differences among stations within this assemblage (Figs. 3 & 5). Therefore, the application of LPI
to quantify spatial patterns across assemblages (e.g.
along depth zonation, across disturbance gradients
caused by sewage or iceberg scouring) should result
in an excellent discriminatory power. A previous work
(Garrabou et al. 1998) was also successful in applying LPI to Mediterranean rocky benthic communities
along a depth gradient. The application of this methodology to Antarctic benthos as well as to other benthic
communities (from meio to macrobenthos) will increase our understanding of structural patterns and
processes in these complex habitats.
Spatial patterns are expressed as several measures
of mosaic structure (Table 1), which may be quantified
at a particular point of time. The spatial scale of ecological data encompasses both ‘grain’ (resolution) and
‘extent’ (total area) (Turner et al. 1989). There is no
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single and correct scale of analysis to investigate a
system (Levin 1992). The appropriate scale of observation will depend on the questions asked, the habitat
analysed, the organisms studied, and the time periods
considered (Wiens 1989). In our study, an increase in
the extent (1 m2) would mean a greater sampling area
but a decrease of grain (approx. 0.3 mm), thus a loss in
taxonomic identification (necessary for diversity measurements). For instance, Turner & Ruscher (1988)
reported distinct diversity gradients in the same set of
terrestrial landscapes considering both finer and
coarser spatial resolution. Therefore, preserving grain
and extent is essential for comparative studies.
LPI in the Weddell Sea can only be compared in the
case of diversity indices, which had been calculated
before using traditional methods (absence/presence)
in image techniques. Diversity index values of the present study were slightly higher than those obtained
from previous calculations for the same assemblage
and depths. Shannon diversity ranged from 1.48 to 3.22
versus 2.3 to 2.5 and evenness from 0.64 to 0.90 versus
0.57 to 0.6, respectively (Table 2) (Gutt & Starmans
1998, Starmans et al. 1999). We attribute the differences to the higher resolution of the underwater photographs compared to ROV-acquired images and their
larger total area sampled.
Our analysis using stepwise selection procedure
supports the argument that a subset of indices can capture significant traits of spatial pattern (O’ Neill et al.
1988, Turner & Ruscher 1988, Ritters et al. 1995). We
considered MPS, PSCV, PR, IJI, MSI, SHEI, and PERIAREA as the optimal subset of LPI to discriminate
across the benthic stations (Table 4). The stepwise
selection analysis was an appropriate method to select
these indices because it ends with a set of metrics,
which has the maximal discriminatory value. Our subset of indices differs from those chosen to characterise
Mediterranean benthic communities (Garrabou et al.
1998). As in terrestrial ecosystems, there is not an ideal
standard subset of indices to describe benthic habitats
and each case study should choose the best subset for
the spatial patterns quantification.
LPI provided comprehensive measurements over different aspects of spatial patterns (patch size and form,
diversity and interspersion) (Table 5, Figs. 3 & 5). Spatial complexity and diversity patterns of an undisturbed benthic assemblage increased from Stn 211 to
the rest of stations. Stn 211 was mostly dominated by
volcano-shape hexactinellid sponges and one spherical-shape demosponge species (Cinachyra barbata).
Large patches of similar size partially covered and
monopolised the substrate. The patches showed less
complex shapes, were less diverse, and less interspersed. Stn 008 showed the most complex and relatively diverse pattern, with intermediate but variable
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patch size. The patches exhibited complex shapes,
were highly different in composition, relatively equally
distributed, and well interspersed. Heterogeneity
patterns (variable patch sizes, patches with complex
shapes, and interspersion) decreased from Stn 215
through Stns 242 to 042. These 3 stations and Stn 008
were composed by different well-mixed groups of benthic sessile organisms (e.g. sponges, gorgonians, bryozoans, and ascidians), which covered the major part
of the bottom sediment. The most diverse pattern
occurred at Stn 221 characterised by demosponges,
gorgonians, and bryozoans, which partially covered
the seafloor. However, this station did not show high
heterogeneity patterns such as Stns 008, 215, and 242.
Based on LPI values of this study, spatial patterns
and diversity did not converge toward a particular scenario. On the contrary, LPI results suggest a separation
between rich and diverse stations, which partially
covered the seafloor and those with high values of
pattern heterogeneity (highest patchiness, form complexity, and interspersion). These differences within
the undisturbed assemblage show the importance of
quantification of different aspects of spatial patterns
(diversity alone did not discern among all stations).
Overall, Antarctic benthos is influenced by different
combination and intensity of biotic (predation, competition, recruitment) (Arntz et al. 1994, Clarke 1996) and
abiotic factors (substratum, sedimentation, currentsfood supply, ice scouring, depth) (Dayton et al. 1970,
1994, Gallardo 1987, Barnes et al. 1996), which might
explain the different spatial pattern trends obtained
through the quantification of LPI. For example, epibiotic relationships are considered as an important
factor structuring Antarctic benthic communities (Dayton et al. 1970, Gutt & Schickan 1998) since these
relationships contribute to the development of the diverse ‘multi-storeyed assemblages’. Barthel (1992) and
Kunzmann (1996) demonstrated the role of sponges as
substrata for other invertebrates. Our results showed
the lowest diversity values in situations where sponges
were the dominant group (Stn 211) and intermediate
values when sponges did not monopolise the space
(Stn 042) (Figs. 3 & 5). Most of the epifauna found on
the Cinachyra barbata (demosponge) and hexactinellid sponges with smooth surface (Rossella nuda and
Scolymastra joubini) were motil organisms (not included for LPI calculations, see ‘Material and methods’)
and there were few sessile epibenthic organisms
(Stn 211). In contrast, Stn 042 exhibited some hexactinellid sponges with superficial spicules (R. antarctica and R. racovitzae) that allowed the development
of a variety of sessile organisms (hydrozoans, demosponges, bryozoans, polychaetes, ascidians, and holothurians). The other stations (Stns 008, 215, 221, and
242) also showed epibiothic relationships but the sub-
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strata were other sessile organisms (mainly demosponges, gorgonians, and ascidians). Kunzmann (1996)
remarked the difference of the hexactinellid’s surface
(with and without surface spicules) for the development of epibenthic associated fauna. Our results agree
with her observation and may be that biochemical
composition (McClintock 1987) of C. barbata and hexactinellid sponges with smooth surface do not favour
the settlement of sessile epibenthic organisms on their
surface and in their surroundings. This phenomenon
may partly be an explanation of the significant differences in diversity within the undisturbed assemblage.
Several studies in the Weddell Sea (Gutt & Piepenburg 1991, Gutt & Koltun 1995, Starmans et al. 1999)
described a high degree of patchiness in spatial distribution patterns of benthic communities. Sponge
patchiness at a small scale, which was also observed in
our study, could result from biological characteristics of
single species (Gutt & Koltun 1995). Stn 211 exhibited
the lowest value of IJI providing insights for strong
interespecific competitive interactions (degree of species adjacencies in relation to their cover) (Turon et al.
1996) or success of species with very low dispersal of
sexual and/or asexual recruits in the communities
(Wulff 1991). Similar observations of aggregations of
sponges were reported for Cinachyra barbata (Barthel
& Gutt 1992) and Rossella racovitzae with a budding
asexual reproductive mode (Dayton 1979).
The application of LPI showed relevant information
to characterise the spatial organization within the undisturbed assemblage. Moreover, LPI provided some
insights in the ecological factors that may be responsible for the patterns observed. These interpretations
could be specifically tested by ecological data on the
natural history of species and using adequate experimental designs whenever possible (Dayton & Sala
2001).

CONCLUSIONS
The successful description of Antarctic benthic communities through landscape pattern indices provides a
useful tool for the characterisation and comparison of
spatial patterns in marine benthic habitats. Our results
also suggest that a subset of indices captures significant traits to obtain a comprehensive description of
landscape spatial pattern.
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